Elixir’s Tango+ SaaS solution for the
Financial Services Industry includes all of
the tools you need to improve your overall
customer experience, speed your time to
market, ensure world-class security and
scalability, and do it all with a significantly
lower TCO and a much higher ROI than
traditional customer communication
management solutions.
Time to Market
Your customers expect you to be
out in front of their needs, offering
new products, services and
advice faster than ever. Bringing
new financial products and
offerings to market involves strong
cross-functional collaboration,
workflows that drive efficiency and
accuracy, and a set of tools
designed for the people who
make it all happen. More than just
a SaaS-delivered document
composition solution, Tango+ is
an enterprise content lifecycle
solution with collaborative and
role-specific tools that enable
financial services organizations to
develop and deliver compelling,
compliant products and
communications quickly. Providing
interfaces for roles across the
entire organization, and even for
your partners and customers,
Tango+ offers a set of tools far
beyond the traditional offerings of
today’s CCM software market.

Customer Experience
Customer expectations are high
everywhere, particularly in financial
services. Customers expect clear,
personalized information delivered
in their preferred channels and
formats. Brand loyalty is also at
an all-time low and the ability to
on-board customers as fast as
possible can be the key to
growth. Statements,
confirmations, billing, remittance
and correspondence are all
transforming rapidly in terms of
their format, function and delivery
channels. You need a flexible
communications tool that can
meet those expectations.

Security
Tango+ is a SaaS solution
delivered on world-class, highly
scalable, reliable and secure cloud
infrastructure. Using Tango+
means that you can immediately
deploy applications that are
compliant with PCI and other
financial industry security
standards, without the high cost
of owning such powerful and
secure environments.
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Scalability & Elasticity
Tango+ features true SaaS
scalability & elasticity. Tango+
offers powerful and affordable
scalability features that ensure
your organization can grow over
time. Tango+ is able to scale up
and down to meet your business
needs, and ensure that you are
only paying for the capacity you
need when you need it.

Integrate with your Core
Systems
Replacing your core systems can
be an expensive and time
consuming process. Tango+ is an
open-standards solution that can
integrate with your legacy core
and operational systems through
a wide array of technologies.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
Elixir’s SaaS-delivered
subscription model for Tango+
means that your organization can
reap all of the cost-savings and
scalability benefits of the cloud in
your customer communications
processes. Avoiding long
on-premise implementation
cycles, the infrastructure costs of
delivering reliable and secure
environments, the costs of
provisioning new assets, and the
ongoing costs of operation and
maintenance of an on-premise
solution are all significant
contributors to a groundbreaking
reduction in total cost of
ownership (TCO). Beyond those
hard credits, the agility, speed to
market and compliance that
SaaS-delivered Tango+ offers your
organization are even more
valuable to a financial services
organization.

Customer Experience
Tango+ features advanced
omni-channel capabilities that
allow you to deliver your
communications directly to your
customers in their preferred
channels. Tango+ uses your
customer data and business rules
to make certain that your
customer communications are
accurate.

Single Source of Truth
Tango+ offers a single repository
for all your content, data and
document logic. Reusing
approved content ensures
accurate communications.

Business Users & Collaboration
Tango+ comes equipped with an
intuitive business user interface,
which allows your business users
to make changes to content &
templates and to apply document
logic changes themselves, easing
the burden on your IT resources.
The Tango+ SaaS deployment
and secure portal framework
ensure that no matter how spread
out your organization is, key
players and SME’s are still a part
of the process.

Conclusion
Tango+ gives organizations the
ability to create and manage the
highly targeted and relevant
cross-channel customer
communications that are
required in today’s competitive
financial services marketplace.
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FLOW

Tango+ is a set of content
lifecycle management
capabilities in a unified,
integrated, and highly extensible
platform that can enable your
organization to deliver
measureable improvements in
the speed to market, cost of
ownership and compliance,
flexibility and impact of your
customer communications.
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Elixir has over 30 years of
experience in producing
document solutions for highly
regulated industries, including
Insurance. We help our
customers lower the risk of
errors and improve
efficiency.

Tango+, our SaaS Based
Business Experience Platform
(BXP), enables your organization
to better manage your customer
communications, increase your
speed to market, and empower
Business Users.
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